Lifting the lid:
-Superhero Dress-up Day

Maths
Place Value
-Continuing to build our understanding of number
and place value and using this to solve problems.
Measurement
-Using standard units to estimate and measure
length/height, mass, temperature and capacity
using rulers, scales, thermometers and measuring
vessels.
-Comparing and ordering measurements and
record the results using <, > and =.
Investigations
-Carrying out a range of different investigations to
improve our problem solving skills, involving coins,
shapes and different combinations of amounts.

2018-19 Term 6
Cherry Class Topic Map
Science

-We will learn about important Scientists
throughout history and carry out our own
investigations into gravity, light, sound, reflexes,
germs and electrical circuits.

Geography / History

English
Read Write Inc Phonics Programme
-Continue learning our sounds and using RWI to
support us with reading and writing.
Guided Reading
- Develop the speed of our reading to read
quickly and accurately;
-Foster our love of reading by learning new words
and making links to other words.
Writing
-Learning different techniques to write really
interesting sentences, eg. Onomatopoeia,
repetition, adverbs, expanded noun phrases,
questions, exclamations and commands.
Handwriting
-Continue improving our handwriting and
beginning to use diagonal strokes to join letters.

-Designing and making
our own Superhero
vehicles.
-Making pop-up
Superhero cards.
-Exploring comic book
style artwork.

Computing
-Using specialised software in the IT suite:

PE
Multi-skills on Mondays
Swimming on Fridays
Whole School Run on Fridays

-Testing out our Superhero vehicles

Art / Design and Technology

-Thinking about ‘Superhero’ cities and cityscapes;
-Learning about our local area and comparing
and contrasting Bath and New York City;

-Learning about significant individuals who are
‘real life heroes’, eg. Florence Nightingale,
Martin Luther King Jr, Malala Yousafzai.

Sealing the lid:

-Using Espresso Coding to learn how to move
objects around to create a simple game.

Music
-Listening to ‘suspenseful’ music and considering
how music is used in film and TV shows.
-Selecting and combining sounds to make our
own suspenseful Superhero music.

